Respiratory-related neural assemblies in the brain stem midline.
1. The initial objective of this study was to determine whether respiratory-related neural assemblies exist in the brain stem midline. A second goal was to seek evidence for concurrent relationships among the neurons that could generate the detected synchrony. 2. Experiments were conducted on anesthetized, paralyzed, bilaterally vagotomized, artificially ventilated cats. Spike trains of four to nine simultaneously monitored neurons were recorded in the regions of n. raphe obscurus-n. raphe pallidus and n. raphe magnus. 3. Data were analyzed with cycle-triggered histograms, cross-correlograms, snowflakes, and the gravitational representation. A significance test for the gravity method was developed and tested with spike trains generated by simulated networks with defined connections. 4. Ninety-three groups of neurons from 24 cats were studied. Thirty-nine groups from 19 cats included neurons that discharged synchronously on a millisecond time scale; less than or equal to 19 pairs of synchronously discharging neurons were found in one group. Twenty-seven of these 39 groups included neurons that had respiratory-modulated firing rates and discharged synchronously with other group members. Synchronous assemblies included cells monitored at rostral or caudal locations, or both. 5. Six classes of relationships were inferred from groups of neurons with multiple correlations: divergence (n = 11); convergence (n = 7); connections with opposite actions between neurons (n = 5); projections of synchronous neurons to separate targets (n = 5); projections to one neuron in a synchronous group (n = 4); and projections between two synchronous groups with common elements (n = 6). 6. The results document the existence of assemblies of synchronously discharging respiratory-related neurons in midline regions of the brain stem and suggest that divergent excitatory and inhibitory connections within the midline participate in the generation of that synchrony. Links between assemblies may operate to stabilize their collective activity in a particular state.